Brain imaging and a novel 'body-swop' illusion reveals distinct parietal-premotor and parietal-hippocampal networks involved in constructing a sense of body-ownership and self-location, with the posterior cingulate mediating between them.
Being able to instantly teleport to another place is a theme repeatedly explored in science fiction. The idea that, because of advanced technology, we could escape physical laws and instantaneously travel to far off places is a seductive idea both for the lazy and the adventurous. As with many ideas in science fiction, the idea of teleporting raises deep questions about what it means to be located in the world or to inhabit a body. Reports of neurological patients with out-of-body experiences show that it is possible to lose the sense of being located inside one's body [1] . Such cases are rare, making it difficult to determine from such patients the specific brain regions that underlie our sense of who we are and where we are. Using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), virtual reality and experimentally induced illusions it has been possible to gain some traction on the neural substrates of self-location and body-ownership. Research in this area has fallen into two distinct camps, those who have focused on using virtual reality to explore how the brain represents self-location and orientation (for example, [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] ), and others who have exploited illusions to study bodyownership (for example, [8] [9] [10] [11] ). Now, as they report in this issue of Current Biology, Guterstam et al. [12] have taken the novel approach of combining these methods to determine which brain areas support both the sense of bodyownership and the sense of self-location, and the brain regions that mediate between them.
Body Illusions and Virtual Worlds
The most well-known body-ownership illusion is the 'rubber hand illusion' [13, 14] . In this experimentally induced illusion, tactile stimuli are delivered to a person's visually obscured hand while that person observes the synchronous tactile stimulation of a viewed rubber hand, which leads to them believing that the rubber hand is their own hand. By introducing a time lag between the visually perceived and physically sensed tactile stimulation (asynchronous stimulation) the perceived illusory ownership of the rubber hand diminishes over time. A similar paradigm has been used with the addition of virtual reality techniques to induce the subjective feeling of whole-body ownership [15] . In this method participants observe an avatar through virtual reality goggles; using synchronous or asynchronous visual-tactile input, perception of whole-body ownership can be modulated in the person wearing the goggles. It has been shown that premotor-parietal regions play a key role in this sense of body ownership [14, 16, 17] .
In addition to the sense that our body is ours, we also keep track of where we are in the world, our sense of self-location. Recording single units in the hippocampus, parahippocampal and parietal regions of rodents has provided detailed evidence for a network of spatial cells that code self-location and orientation [18, 19] . Studying humans, researchers have combined fMRI with the use of virtual reality or real-world stimuli to decode location [2, 4, 5] and orientation in the world [3, 4, 7] . Such studies have shown that similar brain regions in humans and rodents code self-location and orientation.
Combining Body-swop and Location-swop Illusions To determine which brain regions mediate the interactions between bodyownership and self-location, Guterstam et al. [12] took a new approach. They scanned subjects with fMRI while the subjects' perception of self-location, head direction, and body ownership was manipulated using a multisensory out-of-body illusion. Subjects wore virtual reality goggles, through which they were given video feed from three cameras (one at a time) located in the room in which they were being scanned ( Figure 1) . From each viewpoint, subjects could see a torso and legs of a manikin stretching into the space ahead them, consistent with the orientation of their own torso and legs in the MRI scanner. They could not see their own torso and legs because of the virtual reality goggles they were wearing.
Switching between the video feed from each of the cameras effectively allowed Guterstam et al. [12] to 'teleport' subjects to different locations and orientations in the room. For half of the experimental trials, an out-of-body illusion was created by an experimenter applying touches to the subject's torso synchronously with footage of an experimenter touching the torso of the manikin viewed in the video feed. On the other half of trials, touches were given asynchronously, breaking the illusion. Guterstam et al. [12] provide evidence from a number of tests to indicate this illusion was successful, which included subjects' own self-report of the experience.
Consistent with prior studies [14,16,17], Guterstam et al. [12] found that premotor-parietal activity reflected the extent to which subjects felt that the body viewed through the camera belonged to them. Also in agreement with some past research [2] [3] [4] [5] 7] , activity in hippocampal, posterior cingulate, retrosplenial cortex, and intraparietal sulcus could be used to decode self-location. Parietal regions, including the precuneus and retrosplenial cortex contained information about the heading direction. In the new approach, Guterstam et al. [12] were able to show these brain regions could distinguish the different camera views significantly better in the synchronous than the asynchronous trials, and that activity in several regions was correlated with subject's ratings of their subjective feeling of being present in the location viewed through the camera. Thus, rather than simply showing that a network of brain regions can distinguish between locations (for example, [2,4,5]), the new results reveal that this network of brain regions is specifically more accurate at decoding self-location when subjects felt they were present in the locations viewed.
A New Role for the Posterior Cingulate Cortex
Guterstam et al. [12] also present an exciting new discovery. They found patterns of activity in the posterior cingulate cortex became more correlated with the activity in brain areas involved in both the feeling of body-ownership (parietal regions) and the feeling of self-location (hippocampus) as the subjects experienced the body-swop illusion. The authors argue that this points to an important role for the posterior cingulate in helping integrate our sense of body-ownership with our sense of self-location. The posterior cingulate has been linked to a variety of functions such as attention, memory, decision-making and spatial navigation [12] . It is also a core region in the 'default-modenetwork' [20] -a network of brain areas that increases activity when subjects are not engaged in a specific task [20] . Because feeling present in your body, in a particular location, may vary with a variety of task and non-task demands, it seems plausible that the observation made by Guterstam et al. [12] may go some way towards explaining why a diverse range of potential roles has been ascribed to the posterior cingulate.
The approach taken by Guterstam et al. [12] opens up a number of new research possibilities. For example, the method could be extended to the use of moving camera views, allowing new insights to be made into how brain regions support spatial updating and navigation (for example, see [6] ). More generally, extending the body-swop illusion to moving views may allow us to feel present on distant planets, as we 'remotely' go to where no one has gone before, experiencing body-ownership of a body sitting in a vehicle located far far away. The experimental subject is shown lying in the MRI scanner wearing virtual reality goggles that could receive video feed from each of the three cameras positioned across the room (positions A-C). Each of the three cameras had a manikin placed lying oriented supine, feet ahead of the camera. To induce the body-swop illusion the experimenter touched the participant's torso with a ball on a stick synchronously with footage of touches to the manikin's torso viewed through the virtual reality goggles. Videos from each camera were separately pre-recorded, such that the camera at C and its manikin were not present in the footage from camera view B. By analysing MRI data recorded during viewing the feed from cameras A and C, with and without the illusion, it was possible to determine which brain areas could decode spatial location. Similarly, comparing MRI data recorded during viewing footage from cameras A and B, with and without the illusion, made it possible to determine which brain areas could decode the facing orientation in the room.
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